January 2019

CIB Encouraged Journal, New Issue and Call for Papers

Journal for the Advancement of Performance Information
and Value (JAPIV)

We are pleased to announce the release of Volume 10,
Issue 2 (December 2018) of the CIB Encouraged
International Journal for the Advancement of
Performance Information and Value (JAPIV).

Call for Papers

Dr. Dean encourages all visionaries and people seeking
to add value to publish their papers in the journal. All
papers published in the journal are immediately
transferred to ResearchGate.net, an open platform for
sharing publications. Dr. Dean’s tracking of reads on
his papers on Research Gate have doubled from 5,000
[over the past 10 years] to 10,000 over the last year
alone.

Supply chain
Change management
Performance metrics
Value-based
Organizational management
Delivery of projects

Dr. Dean highly encourages all researchers and
industry experts to publish papers on their
experiences. In the age of information systems and
the internet, the proliferation of the BVA requires
simple documentation and speed to the marketplace.
The CIB W117 working commission is the most
successful in the CIB [10 years, $7.6M research
funding, 61 licenses (the most licensed university
developed technology in purchasing) 360+
publications, 2,000 research tests delivering $7B of
services in 10 countries].

Please submit any original research pertaining, but not
limited, to the following:
Best Practices
Efficiency
Project management
Procurement
Risk management
Education & training

The journal is open access, with all current and
previous issues distributed online.
We encourage anyone to register online to submit or
be a reviewer for our journal.
Full Papers must be submitted according to the
following schedule:
Deadline to Submit
Final Issue Release

March 29, 2019
Summer 2019

All submission can be made directly to
JournalW117@gmail.com or through
http://cibw117.org/

CIB Newsletter

Information

About

For the latest issue of the Journal click here, and to
view all issues click here.

Performance information is a key contributor to
process improvements and the development of
the industry by providing quantitative and qualitative
impetus. The industry can be defined as the
built environment, the delivery of services, goods, and
information technology. In addition, in order
to sustain and improve the industry, new educational
approaches are necessary. The value in
performance information can be seen in the application
of the information to: identify a challenge,
improve or refine a process, and initiate change. The
value can be perceived at numerous levels
and entities within an organization or across a project.

Contact
David G. Krassa
Journal Editorial Coordinator
Arizona State University
Email David.Krassa@asu.edu
Encouraged Journals
For more information about this Encouraged Journal,
but also all the other CIB Recognised and Encouraged
Journals click here.

The journal seeks to be a source for documented
performance information and to serve as a
guidepost for lessons learned, best practices, the
proliferation of performance based value
models in the international built environment, as well
as improving the delivery of services,
including education. The JAPIV seeks to engage
researchers and practitioners alike.
The journal is open access, with all current and
previous issues distributed online. We encourage
anyone to register online to submit or be a reviewer
for our journal who supports and works
towards our goals.
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